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The documentary films Vaxxed and Vaxxed II record the ongoing issue with
vaccine injury and the Big Pharma/CDC coverup allowing for the privileged in
society to make billions of dollars while maiming and massacring our children.
All the while, the rich use mainstream media to dupe the unsuspecting masses
into the ritualistic sacrifice of our children, while paying their false gods
(capitalism) to use them/doom them.
Hopefully I have your attention, After the Vaxxed II event in Morro Bay two
weeks ago, I did one of many interviews to discuss the complicity of our medical
system in this intentional cruelty (watch that interview here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TQSyhOXYIHw ). Vaxxed II simply
documents parents’ experiences with vaccines and the experiences of parents
who do not vaccinate. The global suppression of this movie tells you that it is
“spot on”.
Throughout my career, I have seen many Medical Industrial Complex coverups.
The suppression of the voices of those of us who have seen behind the curtain of
disinformation regarding vaccines will rival Big Tobacco and Big Oil.
Unfortunately, this is no overstatement.
Undisputed facts:
• Big Pharma has absolutely no responsibility for any complication ever from
the injectable drugs known as vaccines.
• Big Pharma has been named responsible but not held accountable for
hundreds of thousands of deaths, think Vioxx and the current narcotic
scandal.
• Doctors just unwittingly prescribe what is told to them by “authorities”,
regurgitating excuses like “standard of care” for their practices. (This
statement has opinion yet is factually accurate.)
• The Health Resources and Service Administration just (01/2020) reported
on the ( NVICP )National Vaccine Injury Compensation Program – see that
report here: https://www.hrsa.gov/sites/default/files/hrsa/vaccine-

compensation/data/data-statistics-vicp.pdf Do you not find it interesting
that vast numbers of injuries occur for something with “no side effects”?
• Since 1988, over 21,491 petitions have been filed with the VICP. Over that
30-year time period, 18,473 petitions have been adjudicated, with 7,044 of
those determined to be compensable, while 11,429 were dismissed. Total
compensation paid over the life of the program is approximately $4.2
billion. (quoted from above link)
As vaccine injuries aren’t even recognized by the medical industry, that anyone
has fought this cruel and vicious watchdog for Big Pharma should amaze you all.
The actual number of tax dollars that you and I should have paid for vaccine
injury is easily estimable at 100 fold to 1,000 fold the $4.2 billion paid as barely
one in one hundred vaccine injuries are reported, and of those at best one in 10
will even make it to this court.
So, a completely unethical Big Pharma, completely freed from any liability,
convinces government to mandate to inject harmful drugs into our children, what
could go wrong?
A vaccine is an injectable poly-drug with wildly unpredictable effects from
salubrious: prevention of the infection intended, to nefarious: neurotoxicity,
allergy, asthma, immune dysregulation from autoimmunity to
immunosuppression, seizures and death. Each drug has a risk to benefit ratio and
must be considered this way. Each parent, each individual, must rethink
everything about vaccines, and make informed decisions. If your healthcare
practitioner recommends following any vaccine schedule recommended from the
CDC or any other advisory board, you know they can’t or won’t think for
themselves.
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